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4 
DESIGNING INFORMAL 

COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES 

A
we arciculaced in the first chapter, research shows that professional 
ommunication competence is a wonhwhile pursuit in the classroom, 
iven che multiple concexcs outside of che classroom in which commu

nication competence could make a difference in students' lives. Simila rly, we 
need ro recognize char students can use communication within che classroom 

in ways char are nor necessarily limited to professional competence, but more 
focused on enhancing their learning experience. Jn our experience, when 
faculty members chink about using oral communication in che classroom, 
most automatically think about the formal presentation. Yee, when you chink 
about che important learning and critical thinking processes that occur in 
you r classroom, you may chink of classroom discussions, group lab work, and 
small learning groups. These also involve oral communicacion-jusc a dif
ferent kind of communication than the formal presentation. These kinds of 
communication accivicies-sometimes referred to as communication,to-leam 
activities or informal communication activities- presume a different way of 
chinking about oral communication in che classroom. We prefer referring to 
these activities as informal activities, because we believe chat whether formal 
or informal, che communication activities in che classroom are all comrmmi
cation-to-learn accivicies. 

Informal communication activities have many benefits. For example, 
small learning groups of three or four people can facilitate talk because it is a 
safer place to cry our ideas before coming co the la rger group. Discussion, and 
experience with discussion, can desensitize individuals to public calk to some 
extent and decrease the chreac of formal presentations. This kind of interac
tion enables change because it is part of an on-going transaction-thought 
evolves while interacting. The exposure to a diversity of skills and chinking 
decreases myths about what others chink. It helps create a realistic compari
son base because studencs hear and are exposed to ochers' work and choughc. 
There is che pocencial for scudencs to realize che equifinal ity oflearning: the 
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same end can be reached in a variety of ways. Exposure to ocher ways of ap
proaching ideas helps students explore multiple approaches to learning, and 
expands options for them. Preparing students for these kinds of activities 
helps students learn what is expected of chem. 

Although you might assume students will have the communication abil
ities to engage in discussions, group work, or in-class activities, many do 
not. Therefore, many students are unable to reap the learning benefits of the 
communication activity and you are left lamenting over students' lack of en
gagemenr with course conrenr and discussions. Some of these problems will 
happen regardless of what you do. Yet many of these problems can be dealt 
with proaccively. This chapter will provide you with information on design
ing communication activities chat maximize the learning that can happen 
in your classroom and engage your students in skills chat are important in 
situations outside your classroom. For example, engaging in critical analysis 
of problems is a crucial skill for citizen engagement, whether acting as an ad
vocate, a facilitator, or voter. The process students go through to gather infor
mation about course requirements for a major involves skills of questioning, 
inquiry, research, and analysis-much of which relies on their abilities to 
communicate. Informal communication assignments address skills such as 
these. While they do not necessarily focus on helping students achieve polish 
as professional communicators, they help students learn to chink critically, 
engage in course material, and learn content in deeper ways. 

It is clear, though, chat just ta lking won't aid in learning. The character of 
the talk matters. Webb (1982), in a series of studies on cooperative learning, 
has convincingly established chat the character of the interaction makes a 
difference in individual learning. Interaction patterns differ by demographic 
group (e.g., male/female, age, life experience) and students' abilities co learn 
are influenced by ethnicity and socio-cultural background- char is, scudenrs 
learn better when interaction patterns are consistent with the way commu
nication functions in their home culture (Byrd & Sims, 1987; Jordan, Au, & 
Joescing, 1983; More, 1987; Philips, 1983; Rhodes, 1988; Vogt, Jordan, & 
Tharp, 1987). These kinds of activities also involve a certain degree of risk 
for students. While they may appear to be low risk because they may not be 
graded, what a student says in class does not necessarily just stay in class. A 
student struggling with a text or question may be subject to ceasing, ridicule, 
disdain, or just plain impatience expressed by the peers in subtle or noc-so
subcle ways. Publicly stating an opinion brings with it the possibility of re
sponses from ochers chat may be difficult to manage. 

So what does chis mean for us? If we accept chat talk by students helps 
chem learn and char the character of the talk in the classroom will make 
a difference in the quality of the learning, then we are obligated to help 
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students learn how they can use communication to engage in course mate
rial within the instructional setting. Experience with talk can contribute ro 
the development of communicative competence, but experience alone is not 
enough. Students enter our classrooms with a wide variety of experiences in 
communicating in classroom learning activities, What counts as competent 
communication in one academic setting, may nor be considered competent 
in a nother. Disciplines differ in terms of the types of questions rhey value, 
rhe norms of studenr interaction, rhe forms or reasoning, and che preferred 
methods for providing explanarjons. When srudencs come to your class, chey 
come wirh varied experiences related to these kinds of activities. Therefore, 
students need to be provided with examples of how co use communication in 
the effort of learning. T n this chapter, you will find information about vari
ous informal communication activities chat are intended co faci litate specifk 
learning object ives, how to design these kinds of communication activities, 
and how to hold students accountable. This chapter is intended to begin the 
process of designing these kinds of assignments. Chapter 7 provides fur
ther information on ways to help prepare students for participation in ac
tivities such as these (specifically chose char necessitate discussion). Chapter 
8 looks more specifically at how to support activities char necessitate group 
and tea mwork. 

Regardless of the type of activity you are using, there are important issues 
r~lac~d ~o participation in all communication activities. Student participa
tion in mformal communication activities is often seen by instructors as a 
low-risk process. Yer, for many students, engaging in ora l communication 
of any form is not low risk. A student who chooses to participate in class is 
essentially publicly committing him or herself co a position of some sort. In 
doing so, participation becomes a self-disclosing activity. Face issues are al
ways present, more relevant for some srudenrs than for ochers (see Chapter 
13 for an extensive discussion on facework). As instructors, we are often not 
aware of the ramifications of a student's choice co participate. Evaluation by 
classmates occurs both inside and ourside of class-wherher we require it 
or not-and we often do not see the latter. Consider rhe assessments of fac
ulty mern~ers made on the basis of their participation in a facu lty meeting, 
and you will have a sense of the potentially risky nacure of class discussion. 
Furthermore, research on participation in classrooms indicates chat faculty 
or instructor behavior affects the excenc to which students participate, as 
well as the quality of their participation (Webb, 2009; Webb et al., 2009). 
Therefore, the way in which you, as the instructor, engage in informal com
munication activit ies could influence the eventual learning outcomes of the 
activities themselves. 
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lt is also important to reali1.e ch.at some students will experience a high 
degree of anxiety with any oral communication expectation-even those 
chat are not formal public presentations. There are things one can do to help 
deal with. high levels of communication apprehension. For example, studies 
have shown that multiple experiences with public speaking can help decrease 
public-speaking anxiety for some people. Preparation generally makes a dif
ference in the degree of anxiety chat students feel, and structuring activities 
that inregrate a preparatory mechanism such as freewriting prior to discus
sion may help. Experiences with different kinds of oral communication situ
ations can also be helpful; for example, communicating in a small group in 
order to prepare for a more formal presentation. Courses that focus on some 
aspect of oral communication chat feels less threatening can help decrease 
anxiety in those situations perceived as more threatening. One of the best 
ways of dealing with communication apprehension is to experience situations 
where one can begin to cry out and develop coping mechanisms that help. 
Informal communication acrivicies can begin to do chis (see Chapter 6 for a 
discussion of communication apprehension and for suggestions on helping 
students who experience a high degree of apprehension). 

Finally, it is important ro think about how students' past experiences 
might influence the communication activities you do in your class. Students 
may have learned "appropriate" behavior in another class, another discipline, 
or another group that would alienate individuals in your class. For example, 
what is assertive in one setting may be interpreted as grandstanding in an
other; qualifying one's remarks may be expected in one setting but may be 
inrerpreced as waffling in another. Gender, ethnic, racial, and cultural ele
ments also enter into the mix. English proficiency, differences in cultural 
values, responses to status, the perception of status differences-all influence 
interaction in a group (Lee, 2009; O'Donnell, 2006; Webb, 2009). Since 
the dynamics of any group have a bearing upon the skills exhibited by the 
participants, performance of skills depends upon the pattern of interaction 
developing in the group as well as upon individual ability {chapters 7 and 8 
provide a more extensive discussion of issues related to participation, whether 
in large class discussions or in teams; Chapter 10 provides information about 
diversity in communication activities). Pan of communicative competence 
is developing the ability to adapt, be flexible, and be aware of multiple con
textual issues, but students do not always come with those abilities, and so 
we believe it is important co address them up front. Therefore, even in these 
ea rly stages of developing assignments, it is important to consider these issues 

in more detail. 
There are several steps to consider when designing informal communica-

tion activities. It is important co note that not all informal activities should 
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look the same. Some you will do quickly, in class, with very little follow-up 
(other than the activity itself). Ochers might require students to engage in 
some preparation outside of class. Yet others could necessitate more detailed 
instructions and practice in the kinds of critical thinking skills chat will fa
cilitate learning. The way in which you design the activity will determine 
the kinds of information you will need to provide for students. Table 4.1 
provides some planning quescions to help you identify what is important in 
as you think about informal activities. 

Table 4.1. Planning Quescions: Informal Communication Activities 

What learning goals are mosr importanc co your course concenc? 

What forms of inquiry are important for your Mudencs to be able to master? 

Whar structures of communication activities would fir bes1 given your course 
constraints? 

What kinds of follow-up strategies could hold srudenrs accountable for these 
informal activities? 

What challenges do you expect your students w have wirh informal communi-
cation activities? 

How can you proactively address these challenges in designing 1he activity? 

The seven steps in designing informal communication activities include 

• Delineating learning outcomes and forms of inquiry 
• Identifying the structure of the task you want students to complete 
• Articulating the particular areas of content you want students to focus on 
• Designing prompts/tasks that have multiple possible responses and 

audiences 
• Designating guidelines for interaction and pocencial relational issues 
• Setting clear expectations for outcomes of che exercise and, if appropri

ate, instructions for reporting the results of the process/product 
• Holding students accountable for their communication choices and 

behaviors in these activities. 

The first step in designing informal communication activities involves 
rhinking about whac you want students to learn and what forms of inquiry 
you want them to engage in or practice during the activity. This decision 
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involves a process similar to articulating course-based outcomes and objec
tives bur is focused at the level of this exercise or assignment. Puc this activity 
in the context of your entire course: What particular student-learning out
comes do you want to achieve for different parts of your course? How does 
this activity or exercise help you achieve those outcomes at this point in your 
course? As mentioned in Chapter I , many of you have probably been exposed 
to the taxonomy of questioning developed by Benjamin Bloom (often used 
when articulating students learning outcomes, as well). While Bloom's tax
onomy is widely cited and is often used as a guide for developing levels of 
outcomes for assessment purposes, it might be helpful to use Bloom's three 
domains-cognitive, affective and behavioral-to guide designing commu

nication outcomes. 
Given chat your goals for these communication activities will be more 

focused on how well scudencs learn course content, it is likely you will be 
writing outcomes char focus more on cognitive and affective outcomes. You 
will focus on the form of the communication itself primarily as a means co 
achieve these ends. One way co chink about the learning outcomes for activi
ties is co consider the forms of inquiry chat you want your students co engage 
in for this activity. Do you wane chem to evaluate? Interrogate? Compare? 
Contrast? Regardless of the final format of the exercise of assignment(s) you 
create, the kinds of inquiry you a re expecting of your students needs to be 
made explicit, both to yourself and to your students. For example, if you 
want your students to "compare and contrast," what does that mean? 

As you think about generating outcomes for informal communication 
activities, it is also important to consider the kinds of questions you chink 
are important for students co ask as they participate in those activities. Stu
dents often believe char whar is most important is imparting their knowl
edge. They need to be encouraged to ask questions-and you will need co 
prepare chem to be able to accomplish what you are asking rhem co do, in 
pare by identifying the multiple ways to approach problems, rexes, and is
sues. There are many different kinds of questions, and it is often enlighten
ing to students to realize these different forms. Students often gee stuck at 
the level of asking factual/knowledge questions, never considering that there 
are different forms of questions chat can illuminate a text or an issue. It is 
helpful to discuss with students the different ways of asking questions and 
the types of insights chat might be associated with different question forms. 
There are many different taxonomies of question types, ranging from highly 
abstract cacegorizacions to fairly mundane descriptions. We have listed typi
cal categories here in Table 4.2, although rhe categories are not all mutually 
exclusive. Of particular note are convergent and divergent questions. There 
are those who assert that convergent thinking and divergent thinking utilize 
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different brain functions (divergent thinking utilizes the right brain, devel
oping imaginative and creative abilities; convergent chinking utilizes the left 
brain, thus developing the deductive, rational, and analytic abilities (Guil
ford, 1967; Robinson, 2011; Runco, 1991). 

Table 4.2. Types ofConcenr-Focused Questions 

Form of Question Examples 

Factual/Knowledge: To get infor- Questions char ask "who, whac, why, where, 
macion, open discussion, or and how" 
rcsc for knowledge 

Explanatory: To elicit reasoning, "What ocher factors conrribuccd co chis 
create an opening for further problem?" 
information, or co clarify a "Why did the author use chis analogy? 
purpose or goal 

Leading: To introduce a new idea "Now consider XYZ. How would these ad-
or focus atcencion on an idea dicional factors have changed your ~olu-
introduced by someone else tion?" 

Analytic: To focus on relation- "How does A relate ro B?" 
ships among concepts or ro "IfX is true, what do we do with the face 
break issues into smaller parts chat ... ?" 
for further examination 

Hypothetical or Application: To "What would happen if ... ?" 
focus on a porencially unpopu- "Lee's say we decided co .... ?" 
lar position, or to try our how "Now let 's change the scenario and see what 
a concept or solution would happens if.. .. " 
work to solve a problem or ad-
dress an issue 

Justification and Evaluation: To "I'd like co hear your reasons." 
challenge old ideas, develop "What observations did you make that led 
new ideas, or focus on reason- you co your conclusions?" 
ing and evidence "Docs this solurion meet our criteria?" 
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Table 4.3. Questions co Expand Ways of Thinking 

Form of Question Examples 

Disjunctive: To clarify alterna- "Of rhe cwo mosc likely possibilities, which 
rives or show problems wirh is preferable?" 
oversi mpli ficar ion "If A is nor che answer, chen what must the 

answer be?" 

Convergent: To develop accuracy, "Based on our information, whac conclu-
chink deductively, develop sions can we draw?" 
consensus, move coward ac- "Where are the points of overlap?" 
rion, or direct attention ro spe- "Where do we agree?" 
cific elements 

Divergent: To develop open- "How else might we approach chis?" 
minded chinking, discover "If you were co research this topic, how 
new ways of approaching an would you proceed?" 
issue, show connection, focus 
acrenrion on many elements 

The second step is to clearly identify the structure of the task. Given 
what you are crying co accomplish at chis point in your course, as well as 
the character of students in your course, does it make sense to use a more or 
less structured exercise? Will you have students do small-group discussions 
in order to try to gain insight into a text? How structured do these small
group discussions need to be? What kind of preparation ~ill studen_cs ~eed 
in order to be ready to ask the kinds of questions chat will lead to 1ns1ght, 
and be able co talk intelligently in response (for example, reading the text, 
preparing discussion questions, freewriting, journal-writing, outlining essen
tial arguments)? Will chis be an in-class debate? Micro presentations? Poster 
presentation? Discussion? Role play? Pair-and-share (see example at the end 
of this chapter)? Will the task be completed fully in class or will there nee~ to 

be preparation work or follow up work outside of class? How _muc~ class cui:ie 
will you devote co the activity and how much out-of-class time (1f any) will 
students need co devote to the preparation and/or follow-up? 

The third step is co identify the content w ith which they will work. ls it 
a particular text? A chapter in the book? Their own opinions? Web-based 
research they will do during the activity? Experiential events? Clearly speci
fying the content they need to have read, found, experienced, generated, or 
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otherwise prepared will make the process more efficient and will help stu
dents prepare. 

Fourth, you will need co design prompts chat lead to multiple responses 
and chat have varied audiences. A prompt that has one right answer will like
ly not lead to discussion, and students will likely find rhe process to be one 
of busy work. The best commun ication tasks/prompts have a breadth of pos
sible answers and responses (see C hapter 7, Class Discussion, for more infor
mation on question-asking). Ideally, prompts should encourage students co 
look for answers, but also lead srudencs co even more questions. For example, 
if you are having students engage in a mock psychological client role-play, use 
multiple psychological problems in the plays and perhaps each "client" brings 
to rhe role-play a different psychological profile. There needs to be room for 
true inquiry, with openness for discovery. If there is a "right" answer, then in
quiry might be "how did you gee there?" Such an approach will help explicate 
the methods of your discipline, su rfacing how inquiry works. 

Fifth, designate guidelines for interaction and consider relational issues 
that might emerge. How much time will you give students? W ill they leave 
class or stay in the classroom? Will you ask one person to be a recorder? Is che 
material controversial? Is it likely that participants may become angry, con
cerned , fearful of potentially offending ochers in the class, or be reminded of 
difficulties in their own life? How will you address these possibilities (see Sec
tion III for discussions of approaches co these kinds of difficult situations)? 

Sixth, articulate clear expectations for rhe outcomes of the exercise. Stu
dents need to know what they are aiming for; provide that direction by giv
ing instructions for reporting products and processes. Depending on how 
you structure your exercise, not every student has co talk every time. Nor do 
students have ro turn something in. For example, the outcome of an exercise 
may be one student from a small group reporting back to t he class for a large 
class discussion on rhe section of the text assigned to char group. Yer another 
outcome might be for students to identify possible paper topics as a result of 
the discussion. 

Finally, when designing informal communication activities, you need co 
consider how you will hold students accountable for the process. Will you 
do a post-exercise debriefing? Will you help st udents identify and articulate 
the content they have learned? How will you do so? What kinds offeedback 
will you provide, and based on what criteria? W ill there be peer feedback? 
Will your feedback be connected to a grade? Will students self-reflect on 
their own oral communication choices and behaviors? How will you facil i
tate rhac self-reflection? Will you use rubrics? If so, what kind of rubric and 
what elements need co be included? The important issue co know ac chis 
point is chat holding srudenrs accountable should not translate into heavy 
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. c h k" d f informal communication activities. Rather, you grading ror t ese in s o . l h . 
h l . h discern how their communication behaviors re ate to t eJt 

are ~ p11ocu ::n easily use part of your participation grade for these kinds :;:;::t" fo, example, you could have IO pe~nt ~f Y;~~:;:,:nr:: :; 
cused o~ pa_rricipati~n, in ;hi:~~:~~;:; :~l~i;•,:t:m:munication activities 
for turning in some rorm o pr . . dicat-

. dex card reporting group processes, a one-minute paper _in 
(e.g., an ~n fl . ) The key here is accountabi lity for learn mg, not · g learn mg re ecnons, etc. • fi • • 
m l . f the communication itself. Identify efficient processes or g1vm~ 
eva uanon o I . If design a rubric, keep tt fi edback that focus entirely on the earning. you fj 

,;mple, ,ho« •nd focused on ,he learning goal, ;nd it"'::• ::i~ ::::i:n: 
your students. Table 4.4 illustrates ~ome e~amp es o ow 
accountable without creating excessive grading. 

c I c I Co municarion Acriviries Table 4.4. Holding Scudenrs Accounrable ror n,orma m 

Accountability Schema Example Related Activities 

Full credit if completed Sociology: Group problem-~olucion discu:.sion; group 
presentation of an example sociologi~I pr~~lem 

Astronomy: Full class working to sore pictures inc~ 
moon pha~cs; role-play of timeline of ascronom1-
cal underscanding . . 

Plant Pathology: Sharing of a specimen w1ch brief 
explanation; engagement with lab partner 

Raced 1-3 on criteria English: shore .inalysis of a poem followed by a re-
such as dear incerpre- flecrion; in-class debate abour .)Orne a~pect of a 

text (e.g., the true motivation of a char_acc~r) cation, evidence-based 
Art: Oral presentation of a piece of arr ~1th i_nrer-argument 

. 1 d' · n comparing different pretation; in-c ass 1scuss10 
periods or different piece~ of arr . 

History: Discussion companng cwo accouncs of the 
same event 

Rared O or 1 on whecher Engineering: Individual demonscrati~n ofla~ proco-
a particular aspect is col; progre~s presentations of a design proiect 

Psychology: Group discussion of relevance o'. char-present 
. . d" · . g oup prc::sencanon of a actensucs co a 1agnos1s, r 

possible inrerprecation of a case ~cud( . 
Nursing: Role plays of specific pauenc inreracttons 
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TEMPLATE FOR. INFORMAL COMMUNICATION AND ACTIVITY DESIGN 

In this section, we provide several informal communication activities and an 
activity-design template (Figure 4. I) to use as you think about using informal 
communication activities in your classroom. This template can be thought of 
as a way co think through designing these kinds of informal communication 
activities and to structure the oral instructions that you give in class. Or, for 
more complex activities, you can use this template to design a written prompt 
(in a handout, PowerPoint, or on chalkboard) and rhen create a handout that 
deals with the additional complexities. 

We have situated the following examples in particular disciplines so you 
can get a flavor of how they might be used for different content areas. Any 
of rhese examples, though, can be adapted co your own content and disci
pline. Not only can you adapt the content, though, but you can also adapt 
the riming and structure of the activity. For example, if you want to extend 
an activity beyond a single class period, you can break it up inro discrete 
tasks. Or, if you want to shorten an activity based on time constraints, you 
can choose to adapt the prompt for your context. The poinc is that you get to 
decide how to implement these activities based on your goals, desired learn
ing outcomes, and conrextuaJ constraints. We provide examples in six gen
eral categories: micro presentations, in-class debates, pair/group work, dis
cussion, dialogue/role plays, and visual/poster presentations. We also provide 
examples of discussion-based exercises (an analysis of Romeo & Juliet, and 

the Gallery Walk) as they might be presented ro students in order to illustrate 
how an assignment created by utilizing the rernplare might be presented to 
students when implementing the assignment in class. 
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Activity Tirle 
Course Name/Number 

Cla~s Dace(s): 
[Provide rhe in-class day(s) of rhe activicy and/or preparacion daces as 

appropriate ro give students an idea of the 
complexity of the activity.] 

During chis activity, you will. .. 
fThis initial statement should tell students chc learning outcomes 
you have for the activity a~ well as che forms of inquiry chey will need 

co engage in during the activity.] 

Your cask in chis activity is ro ... 
[Provide students with an idea about the struccure of che activity 
or cask. You will also indicate if there are varied audiences/roles/ 
or cases you wane ~tudems to address (in different groups or pairs). 
Additionally, you should provide scudenrs wirh any particular guide
lines for i11reraccion chat are important co che activity (e.g., time on 

cask, ~election of groups or reams, ere.).]. 

To complete chis activity you will need co focus on ... 
[Outline che key areas of content che activity will focus on and where 
students are expected w gee chat content, as well as any prepararion 
they will need ro do our of class with chat content.]. 

At rhe end of rhb activity ... 
[Provide scudents with instruction~ for reporting our (e.g., designat
ed group speaker, rotating speakers) and any products chat need co 
accompany the reporting out (e.g., wriccen summary, visual, t:tc.)]. 

You will be accountable for . .. 
[In chis section, you will cell scudencs the ways in which you will 
hold chem accountable for the learning in this accivicy, if anyl. 

I nscrucrional Logistics: 

As you plan, be ~ure co note any particular logis tical considerations 
(e.g., what scudents need co have completed ahead of rime, che amount 
of time che accivicy or assignmenc will cake). This cemplare ca n be used 
co help you consider che oral inscruccions you will give co scudencs, the 
PowerPoint prompt you will put up, or che handout you will dt:sign 
(depending on the complex icy of the activity). 

Figure 4.1. Template for Informal Communicacion Activicies 
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Analysis of Romeo & Juliet 
English 

Rotating Discussion Leaders 

During this activity, you will work wich a parcner co do a close analysh 
of the cexc Romeo and Juliet in an attempt co understand che story from 
Shakcspean.;'s perspective. In order co do chis, you will need to explain 
and justify decisions about plot, characrers, and intent using che cexc as 
evidence. You muse read the play before class. 

Choose one of rhe following prompts and discuss ic wich your partner. 
Discuss chc question in the prompt for 10 minutes, using evidence from 
rhe ccxc. We will then come back cogecher as a large group. I will ask one 
person ro volunreer co be a discussion leader for che first prom pc. Afcer dis
cussing chac prompt, che discussion leader will give che discussion "baronn 
(rolled up newspaper) co another person who will pick che nexr prompt on 
che list. 

1. Assumt: you and several friends have been listening co the opening 
scene of Romeo and Juliet. You have been. laughing during rhe early 
minutes, and char has disturbed your fr iends who contend thi~ is 
a tragedy. Go over chis early seccion and explain jusr why rhe early 
speeches and action are funny. 

2. Another friend is simply confused about whar is happening up 
through rhe Prince's speech. "There are coo many characters co gt:t 
anything straight," she contends. Untangle the confusion for your 
friend. To help her, explain how che scene begins co characterize 
Benvolio and Tybalt and introduces porenrial themes ro be developed 
in fucure acrion. 

3. Your friends have been awaiting the appearance of Romeo, but when 
he ftrsc comes on stage, chey reacr ncgarivdy and their arcirudcs 
don'r change as they hear him in scenes 2 and 4. Are chey reacting as 
Shakespeare would wanr chem co? Just how is Shakespeare presencing 
Romeo in these scenes? What's your evidence for your response? We 
see Juliet only brieny in Scene 3, but from what ocht.:rs say abouc her 
and how she reacrs, whar should bt: our Grst impression of her? 

4. Benvolio, Mercurio, and the Nurse arc imponanr secondary charac
ters. We meet Benvolio in Scenes 1,2, and 4; Mercucio in Scene 4, and 
che Nurse in Scene 3. How co rhcir speeches characcerile chem? Nore 
especially Mercurio's Queen Mab speech and rht: Nurse's ant:cdore 
about young Ju lier. In whar ways are Mercurio and rhc Nurst: alike?. 

Thert: will be material from chis discussion on che next exam. 

Figure 4.2. Sample Informal Communication Activity (Rotating Discussion). 
Adapted from an exercise creaccd by created by Professor George Vane, 
Hamline University. 
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Analysis of Romeo & Ju lier English 
Informal Communication Aclivicy (Less Structured) 

During chis activity, you will work with a group of 4 or 5 people co do a 
close analysis of Romeo and Juliet in an attempt co understand the ~cory f~om 
Shakespeare's perspective. In order co do this, you will need co expl~in and JUS· 

tify decisions about plot, characters, and intent using the rexc as evidence. You 
muse read rhe play before class. 

Each group will focus on one of the questions posed _below. ~efore you scare 
cal king, cake 5 minutes co free write. Ar rheend of 5 minutes, discuss t~e ques
tion with rhe ocher members of your group, keeping track of the points the 
group members make, and how the text supports chose poinrs. What addi
tional questions emerge from your discussion? Keep crack of these coo. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Assume you and several friends have been listening co the openi_ng scene of 
Romeo and Juliet. You have been laughing during the early minutes, an~ 
chat has disturbed your friends who contend chis is a rragedy. Go over rh1s 
early section and explain just why the early speeches and action are funny. 
Another frit:nd is simply confused abour what is happening up through the 
Prince's speech. "There are coo many characters co gee anything scraigh~," 
she contends. Untangle che confusion for your friend. To help her, explain 
how che scene begins ro characceri1,e Benvolio and Tybalt and introduces 
potential themes co be developed in furure action. 
Your friends have been awaiting the appearance of Romeo, but when he 
first comes on stage, they react negatively and their attitudes don't change 

as rhey hear him in scenes 2 and 4. Are chey rea~cing as Sha~espeare woul~ 
wane chem co? Just how is Shakespeare presenting Romeo in these scenes. 
Whar's your evidence for your response? We see Juliet only briefly in Scene 
3, bur from what ochers say about her and how she reacts, what should be 
our first impression of her? 
Benvolio, Mercurio, and the Nurse are important secondary characters. 
We meer Benvolio in Scenes 1,2, and 4; Mercurio in Scene 4, and the 
Nurse in Scene 3. How co their speeches characteri1,e them? Nore especial
ly Mercurio's Queen Mab speech and rhe Nurse's anecdore about young 
Juliet. In what ways are Mercurio and the Nurse alike?. 

Afrer 15 minutes all groups will report back co the class as a whole, in_ order to 

highlight the points you discovered, and co identify additional ques~10ns ~hat 
came up for che group. These reports will help guide the large classd1scuss1on. 

Consider rhe quesrions that emerge from each group. What fu_rrher per:-pec
rivcs or questions do you have? How might these provide you with a thesis for 
a paper analyzing chis play? 

Figure 4.3. Sample Informal Communication Activity (Less Srrucrured). Exercise 
created by Professor George Vane, Ham line Universiry. 
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Gallery Walle 
Geoscience 

Class Acciviry Dares: Monthly 
(Seprember 15, Occober 12, and ovember 10) 

There are five scarions set up around the room (see poster board with "STATION 
II" on ic). During this acriviry, you will get into groups of 5 and place yourself ar a 
'Home Sracion.'' You will norice that each station has ar ir large posrers with ques
tions on rhc::m caped 10 the wall (rhere are 5 posrer~ ar each station, each with the 
same question on chem; bur each station has different questions). You will scan ac 
your home station and, as a ream, discuss answers co the qucMions and write rhosc 
answers on rhe posrer provided. Afrer 5 minutes, I will say "rorare.~ A1 chat point, 
fold your poster so char rhe nexr ream cannor sec your answers .ind move (clock
wisc) co rhe next scarion. You will continue rotating unril you reach "Home Srarion·• 
(having gone through all stations). During rhe acciviry, I will circulate around chc 
classroom and clarify any quescions you have or address any misconceptions chat 
you have abour the conrenr. You will be allowed ro rc::fer co course materials during 
the Gallery Walk, bur be warned char che rime at each ~racion is so shon chat it will 
be besr if you review materials on the topic of rhe day prior ro the Gallery Walk. 

Ar the end of rhe acriviry, your group (having rerurncd co " Home Scarion") 
will need co-as a group-synrhe~ize rhe answers co rhe question~ and make an oral 
prescnrarion (3-4 minutes long). Prepare one visual co use during your micro pre
sentation and hand in that visual ar rhe end of class. 

Scar ion #l: What are the effeccs of wea1her on the following system~ a) transpor
tation b) agricultural c) foresrry d) bankingsysrems. 

Sration #2: Outline rypical temperature and wind direction parrerns before and 
after the passage of a cold from. 

Srarion #3: Given rhe passage of warm front, how would you dress your five year 
old for school? An elderly person for a doctor's visir? How would you explain 
rhese decisions ro rhe elderly person or five-year old? 

Srarion #4: Consider rhese cities: City A, ar 8000 fr. elcvacion, is located on rhe 
windward side of an island ar 2° S near the middle of a large ocean. City B, a1 
44°N, is located on a 500 ft. plateau on the lee (downwind) side of a 14,000 fr. 
mouncain range and is over 1000 miles from rhe nearest water body. Explain the 
climate of rhese cirics relarive ro larirude, alcitude, conrinencaliry, mountains. 

Sracion #5: How is weather discussed in your three favorite songs (any genre)? 
List speci fie lyrics. 

Scarion #6: Prepare a list of criteria for reducing rhe risk of hear related illness 
for inner city elderly. Priorici1,e the 1hr .ind justify your raring. 

Figure 4.4. Sample Informal Communication Acriviry Template (Gallery Walk). Adapted 
from: h1 1p: '<"'l L,trlewn.e,111 1111 ~co JI , ,, ii ~,c.1111plt,.b , I 
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Tables 4.5 through 4.10 p rovide examples of informal communication 

activities, potential student learning outcomes relevant to the activities, and 

sample prompts from various disciplines. We begin with the less structured 

approaches that are cypically found in various forms of informal communi

cation activities, in both large and small groups. Ir is important to note that 

the prompts are short examples and might or might not be sufficient for the 

particular communication activity, depending on the way in which you have 

designed the task. You wi ll still need co chink about additional guidelines for 

che activity and ways to hold students accountabl(!. As they stand, though, 

the sample activities are meant to provide you with ideas that will stimulate 

your thinking. Following the examples in Tables 4.5-4.10, we provide the ex-

tended samples of a discussion-based communication activities chat illustrate 

how ro flesh out a basic idea into a more complex activity. 

Table 4.5. Sample Discussion-Based Informal Communication Activities 

Learning Outcome/ Example Activity 
Form oflnquiry 

Large-Class Consider multiple Discuss, as a class, different views on an issue 

Discussion perspectives or (e.g., in astronomy, the origin of the uni-

alternatives; ex- verse). Explore evidence for different perspec-

rend benefos of tive5 and have students examine what aspects 

a small-group or of cheir background affect their views (e.g., 

individual task religious views; skeptical nature). 

Small-Group Consider responses Have individuals free write responses to a sec-

Discussions co rexes; clarify nario related to previous material or reading1. 
personal views Students then discuss reactions in a group, 

then share the group\ insight~ to fadlime 
large class discussion. 

Connections Connect course ma- Ask scudems ro bring in one example from 

cerial with non- conremporary culture that connects with the 

classroom evencs. readings for the day (e.g., newspaper article, 
You Tube video, blog). Use these examples co 

scan discussion about the topic. 

Benefit/ Explore copies from In preparation for discussing multiple perspec-

Drawback multiple perspec- rives on an issue or event, have students begin 

Discussion rives by identifying their own position and the 
rationale for rhac view. As a class, discuss the 
multiple perspectives, focused on generating 
discussion rather chan arriving at a ''correct" 
answer. 
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Table 4.6. Sample Micro Presenration Informal Communication Activities 

Learning Outcon,e/ Example Activity 
Form of Inquiry 

Article Critically analyie Using an ibsue from a local or national news-
Evaluation cexrs paper, have students evaluace the article in 

relation to a class copic (e.g., content, persua-
siveness, evidence used). Random scudents 
will present 3-4 minutes to start class. 

Defending Use reason in argu- Have studencs take a position on an assertion 
your mencation relevam co a cla~s topic. Give students time co 
Ground joc down notes in defense of their position to 

present (2-3 minutes) co a specific audience 
(e.g., pocenrial employers) 

Myth or Critically evaluate Provide pairs of students with websire links co 
Reality? sources a variety of sources chat have varied levels of 

credibility (spoof websites work as well). Each 
pair should prepare a two-minute oral review 
and analysis of chc website to be used in an 
upcoming student newsletter podcasr. 

Cose/Benefit Articulate complexi- Have students research one example solu-
Analysis ties of solving tion proposed to a problem relevant co your 

problems disciple. Each scudenr should prepare a two-
minute presentation in which che scudenc 
argues the relative benefits and coses of this 
particular solution. 

' L. 
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Table 4.7. Sample ln-Cla~s Debate Acc1vicies Table 4.8. Sample Dialogue and Role Plays 

Learning O utcome/ Examp le Activity 
Form oflnquiry 

Learning O utcome/ Example Activity 
Form of Inquiry 

Justifying Synthesize research Tell srudents 1hac rhey have been asked 10 
Actions in persuasive man- provide jusciftcacion for an acrio11/deci-

ner sion relevant co che course conrenr (e.g., 

Beyond Being Gain empathy for Have nudents crcare a hyporherical dia-
Right different views logue belween 2-3 people who disagree 

abouc a ropic and have J scakt in being 
"right" (e.g., in a case abour vaccination: 

in soil scicnct:., the use of pesticides ac 
schools and parks). Divide srudenrs into 

a docror, a mom, and a child). Dialogues 
should move past \tances 10 che com-

"pro" and "con" ceams. Each ream should plexicie, or the problem. Srudc:nrs should 
synthesize relevant research co support 
the assigned side. 

Summit on Generate evidence- Assign scudents (individually or as pai rs) 
che Issues driven claims and a particular group who may be affected 

counrer-argu ments by an issue (e.g., in a course on world 

come prepared ro speak rhc dialogue. 
Role Reversals Understand various Ask scudenrs ro prepare a role play where 

audience needs 2-3 people would have a scake in an is-
MIC. Srudencs will role play che discu~ion 
and swicch between different perspcc 
rives. 

health issues, assign countries; in a course 
on education, assign parents, teachers, or 
adminisrrarors, ecc.). Srudems then pre-
pare research on a particular issue (e.g., 
health problems; standards-based fund-
ing for schools) and each group presenrs 
rheir argumems and is given che opporcu-
nity ro presenr councerargumenrs co ocher 

Voting in che Understand contri- Groups of scudents should prepare a role 
"Greatest" but ions of various play of a. reality TV iliow in which che 

scholars ho~c b interviewing key ,cholars in your 
discipline-each of whom wants ro be 
named "The Greatcsc.~ The hose and 
,cholars should focus on eliciting reasons 
for why each should gee the viewers' 
voce.<.. 

groups. 

Sensitizing Gent:racc arguments In reams, have srudenrs provide argumenrs 
Arguments wirhouc personal for or against a prompt rhac has very rea l 

attacks implicarions for various groups or people 
(e.g., in Kinesiology, beccer physical educa-
rion curricula could solve obesiry epidem-

I ncerrogation Position wirh evi- Have m1denrs prepare co participarc 
lnrerview dencc in an inrervicw with che local public 

radio station on a current is ue relevant 
ro course content. Students should do 
resea rch in preparation l<l be eirher inccr-
viewer or inrcrvicwcc. 

ics). Have scudencs support claims wich 
evidence while also being sensitive co how 
various groups mighr hear arguments (e.g., 
how obese people may hear arguments 
abouc obesity). 
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Table 4.9. Sample Pair/Group Work Table 4.10. Sample Visual Activities 

Learning O utcome/ Example Activity 
Form of Inquiry 

Learning O utcome/ Example Activity 
Form of Inquiry 

Translating Difficult material Each group will be given a theory or 

Theories into understand- relevant construct. The group's cask is 

able language co generate an explanation of the theory 
that could be understood by a third grade 
class while being sure to do justice ro the 

theory. 

Seeing the Principles into Advanced Algebra: Individuals or 
Problem understandable groups should construct a visual that 

visuals explains the basics of some course 
principle(s) co be presented to middle 
schoolers. Students should also prepare 
a 5-minuce presemacion explaining the 
visual. 

Group Collaborate about a Each pair will pick a prompt from a bowl 

Decision controversial issue chat includes a statement about what 

Responses should (not) happen or the value placed 
upon an action (e.g., math standards are 
disastrously low in primary education). 
Students should take individual time to 
respond, then talk with the partner to 

Visual Results Observations in new, Provide students with a sec of data 
compelling ways and/or relevant basic charts (e.g., bar 

charcs). Have students represent rhe 
same data in a more compelling visual 
manner rhac celaces to che content of 
the data. 

come to an agreed upon response. 
Team Cohesiveness in proj- When students form groups for a 

Gallery Walk Brainstorm various Assign each ream co one station around 

answers to com- the room as a starting point (e.g., 6 sea-

mon questions tions in che room). At each station, there 
is a question relevant to a current class 
topic (e.g., what can be done to reduce 
the risk of heat related illness for inner 

Development ect ceams project, have chem discuss their team's 
mission and identity. Have each ceam 
generate a visual logo for che ream 
that represents who they want to be 
and how chey wane to be perceived 
throughout rhe project. 

city elderly). Teams should brainstorm 
answers co the question and write chem 
on che poster provided. After five min-
uces, teams will rotate co the next station. 
When teams return to their home sea-

Theory Theoretical princi- Tell srudents they have been asked by 
Quarters pies with different the Department of Treasury to design 

modalities a quarter (cwemy-flve cents) chat repre-
sencs a major era or school of thought 

tion, their cask as a team is to generate a 
coherent synthesis of the responses on che 
paper. 

studied. Have students design the 
quarter to i!lustraces key beliefs and 
assumptions. Students can share their 
designs with the class; alternatively, 
have scudencs cry to identify ocher 
srudencs' eras and provide rationale for 
their guess. 
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CONCLUSION 

Research shows that the active involvement of students facilitates learning. 
Oral communication activities additionally require that studencs process their 
learning in ways that makes it available for others. While in chis chapter, we 
have focused on activities chat primarily intend to facilitate learning of course 
content as distinct from learning specific communication skills; activities that 
are intended to help develop communication skills will also enhance learning 
of course content. The next chapter discusses approaches when your priority is 
also che development of more forma l communication competencies. 

5 
DESIGNING FORMAL 

COMMUNICATION AssIGNMENTS 

0 ne of the reasons fuculty often choose to incorporate communica
tion in their classrooms is that they wane to help scudencs develop 
competencies that will benefit them in the workplace, or ocher con

texts they might encounter outside of the classroom (e.g., as a public citi
I.en). Designing assignments that meet such goals requires a different way 
of chinking about oral communication than we discussed in Chapter 4. In 
informal communication activities, communication works as a means of 
learning content, but when your goals and outcqmes involve increasing stu
dents' communication competence (explicitly), assignments tend to be more 
structured and formal. While success in informal communication activities 
is driven by the extent to which students interrogate material or engage in 
content, more formal communication assignments have an added layer of 
expectations focusing on the extent to which students' communication per
formance is effective and appropriate given the context. 

Yet, as we mentioned earlier in che book, what counts as effective and 
appropriate-as competence-varies across contexts, workplaces, and dis
ciplines (as we have already mentioned). For example, in architecture, an 
effective communicator might need to be visually logical in their presenta
tion of che actual design in order to achieve the goal of having the audience 
understand che design. In contrast, an effective communicator in engineer
ing might need co be visually efficient in their presentation of the design. In 
public health, an appropriate strategy to help an audience make a decision 
about a particular campaign might be to incorporate detailed descriptions of 
particular issues, whereas in computer science, getting an audience to make 
a decision about a particular proposal might require a big-picture frame
work without the details. In a local township, competence could be judged 
by a citizen's ability to synthesize diverse voices, using experiential examples 
to create emotional appeals about a new housing development. In a large 
city school board, competence could mean providing statistical evidence for 
a new school reassignment plan. ln these examples, competence is locally 
negotiated and defined within the relational and situational context of the 
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